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Abstract. Process mining algorithms can be partitioned by the type of model that they output: imperative miners output flow-diagrams showing all possible paths through a process, whereas declarative miners output constraints showing the rules governing a process. For processes with great variability, the latter approach tends to provide better results, because using an imperative miner would lead to so-called "spaghetti models" which attempt to show all possible paths and are impossible to read. However, studies have shown that one size does not fit all: many processes contain both structured and unstructured parts and therefore do not fit strictly in one category or the other. This has led to the recent introduction of hybrid miners, which aim to combine flow- and constraint-based models to provide the best possible representation of a log. In this paper we focus on a core question underlying the development of hybrid miners: given a (sub-)log, can we determine a priori whether the log is best suited for imperative or declarative mining? We propose using the concept of entropy, commonly used in information theory. We consider different measures for entropy that could be applied and show through experimentation on both synthetic and real-life logs that these entropy measures do indeed give insights into the complexity of the log and can act as an indicator of which mining paradigm should be used.
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1 Introduction

Two opposing lines of thought can be identified in the literature on process modelling notations. The imperative paradigm, including notations such as Petri nets [30] and BPMN [19], focuses on describing the flow of a process and is considered to be well-suited to structured processes with little variation. The declarative paradigm, including notations such as Declare [20], DCR Graphs [6], and GSM [14] focuses on describing
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the rules of a process and is considered to be well-suited to unstructured processes with large degrees of variation. However, recent studies \cite{7, 21} have shown that one size does not fit all: many processes do not fit strictly in one category or the other and instead contain both structured and unstructured parts. This has led to the recent introduction of a \textit{hybrid} paradigm \cite{21, 25}, which aims to combine the strengths of these two approaches.

Following the introduction of the hybrid modelling paradigm, a number of hybrid mining algorithms have been developed: in \cite{17} the authors use a heuristic approach based on the directly-follows-graph to divide activities between structured and unstructured parts of the model, in \cite{26} the authors take a mixed approach and mine both a declarative and imperative model which are then overlain, and in \cite{22} the authors take a model-based approach where first an imperative model is mined, which is analysed for pockets of unstructured behaviour, and for these pockets a declarative alternative is mined.

All these approaches avoid an important research question, first identified in \cite{5}: \textit{can we, based on an a priori analysis of the input log, measure if it is best suited to imperative or declarative mining?} Such a measure:

(i) Would give us greater insights into what type of miner we should use for a log;
(ii) could be applied to existing partitioning techniques \cite{3, 10, 18, 27}, determine for each partition if it is most suited to imperative of declarative mining, and hereby provide an efficient method to construct a hybrid model; and
(iii) could be used for the development of novel partitioning techniques that specifically aim to separate structured and unstructured behaviour in a log.

In this paper we propose basing such a measure on the notion of \textit{entropy} from the field of information theory. Introduced by Shannon in his seminal 1948 paper \cite{24}, entropy measures the information content of a random variable. Intuitively, we can think of entropy as the “degree of surprise” we will experience when obtaining additional information about a system \cite{2}.

We propose that the entropy of an event log can serve as a predictor of whether the generating process is best modelled using declarative or imperative models. Highly structured processes should generate more homogeneous (low entropy) traces and more flexible processes should generate more varied (high entropy) traces. While information theoretic tools have been previously applied to predictive modelling, \cite{408, 413}, our application to discriminating mining techniques is novel.

To find such a measure we first introduce a number of example logs that we use to illustrate our ideas and concepts in Section 2. In Section 3 we introduce three entropy measures on event logs: (i) trace entropy measures only the entropy on the level of distinct traces, (ii) prefix entropy measures entropy by taking into account all unique prefixes of the log, and (iii) block entropy measures entropy by considering all unique sub-strings present in the log. In Section 4 we report on an implementation of these measures and the results of applying them to both syntactic and real-life logs. We show that block entropy is the most successful measure, but suffers from a high computational complexity which becomes apparent on large logs with long traces. In addition it becomes clear that the current proposed measures are not yet absolute and that both
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Further research and a more detailed evaluation are needed to arrive at such a measure. We discuss how we intend to do so in Section 5 and conclude in Section 6.

2 Running Example

We will use a running example of three logs to illustrate how we can use entropy to measure the variability of process logs. First let us recall the definitions of events, traces and logs.

Definition 2.1 (Events, Traces and Logs). Let $\Sigma$ be an alphabet of activities. An event $e \in \Sigma$ is a specific occurrence of an activity. A trace $\sigma \in \Sigma^*$ is a sequence of events $e_1, \ldots, e_n$ with each $e_i \in \Sigma$. Finally, a log is a multiset $[\sigma_1^{w_1}, \ldots, \sigma_n^{w_n}]$ where each $\sigma_i \in \Sigma^*$ and each $w_i \in \mathbb{N}$.

Notice that we have defined a trace as the sequence of activities observed in a particular process instance. A log is a multiset of such traces, representing explicitly the number of process instances exhibiting the particular trace.

Example 2.2. As a running example, consider the three logs $L_1$, $L_2$, and $L_3$ given in Figure 1. $L_1$ is a very structured log, for which we can easily find a compact imperative model, for example the Petri net shown in Figure 2. $L_2$ is the same log, except some traces are now more frequent than others. The last trace $L_3$ is a much less structured log, which results in a fairly complex imperative model, e.g. the Petri net in Figure 3, but can be be more effectively explained by a declarative model, as shown in Figure 4.

The declarative model uses the Declare notation \cite{20} and shows that: (i) $a$ and $b$ cannot occur in the same trace, (ii) after an $a$ we always eventually see an $h$, (iii) we must have seen at least one $a$ before we can see a $c$, (iv) we must have seen at least one $d$ before we can see a $c$, (v) we must have seen at least one $d$ before we can see a $c$, (vi) after an $e$ we always eventually see an $f$, (vii) we must have seen at least one $f$ before we can see a $g$, (viii) after an $f$ we will immediately see a $g$. One should note that in addition to giving a more straightforward view of the process, this model is also much more precise than the Petri net in Figure 3 (i.e. it allows less behaviour for which there is no evidence in the log).

3 Log entropy

Entropy is a measure of the information required to represent an outcome of a stochastic variable, intuitively indicating the “degree of surprise” upon learning a particular outcome \cite{2}. For this paper we focus in particular on the notion of Shannon \cite{24} entropy, which forms the foundation of the field of information theory.

Given a discrete random variable, $X$, taking on $m$ possible values with associated probabilities $p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_m$, (Shannon) entropy, denoted $H$, is given by the expected value of the information content of $X$:

$$H = -\sum_{i=1}^{m} p_i \log_b p_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)
Fig. 1. Example logs. $L_1$, $L_2$ are structured logs, differing only in number of occurrences of complete traces. $L_3$ is an unstructured log.

Fig. 2. Petri net for log $L_1$

Fig. 3. Petri net for log $L_3$

Where $b$ corresponds to the choice of coding scheme (i.e. for binary $b = 2$ and for decimal $b = 10$). We shall use the binary logarithm in the sequel.

Shannon justified this choice of measure with its 1) continuity w.r.t. $p$, 2) monotonicity w.r.t. $n$ under uniform distributions and 3) its weighted linearity under decomposition of choices.

The key question in using entropy as a measure of log complexity is what would be the random variable implicit in a given log?

---

3 That is, $H(p_1, p_2, p_3) = H(p_1, (p_2 + p_3)) + (p_2 + p_3)H(p_2, p_3)$
3.1 Trace entropy

One very simple answer to this question is to take the underlying random variable as ranging over exactly the traces observed in the log, with probabilities exactly the frequencies observed in the log. This idea gives rise to the notion *trace entropy*.

**Definition 3.1 (Trace entropy).** Let \( L = [\sigma_1^{w_1}, \ldots, \sigma_n^{w_n}] \) be a log. The trace entropy \( t(L) \) of \( L \) is the entropy of the random variable that takes the value \( \sigma_i \) with probability \( p_i = \frac{w_i}{\sum_{i=1}^n w_i} \).

**Example 3.2.** Even though the traces of \( L_1 \) and \( L_3 \) internally have radically different structure, they have the same number of occurrences of distinct traces, and so the same trace entropy:

\[
t(L_1) = t(L_3) = -8 \times \frac{5}{40} \log_2 \frac{5}{40} = 3
\]

Computing the trace entropy of \( L_2 \), we find

\[
t(L_2) = - \left( \frac{15}{40} \log_2 \frac{15}{40} + \ldots + \frac{2}{40} \log_2 \frac{2}{40} \right) = 2.55
\]

This example demonstrates that trace-entropy is likely not a good measure for determining if a model should be modelled imperatively or declaratively: \( L_1 \) and \( L_2 \) intuitively should mine to the same model, but have distinct trace-entropies. On the other hand, \( L_3 \) has much more variable behaviour than \( L_1 \), yet has the same trace entropy.
In general, if we are only interested in mining models with perfect fitness \[4\], then logs that differ only in the number of particular trace occurrences should not mine to different models. We are interested in the number of choices available at a particular point in a given trace, not the number of times a particular choice was made across all traces. We formalise this observation, using that in this simplistic setting, a “model” is really just a predicate on traces, or, if you like, a language.

**Definition 3.3 (language equivalence).** Define logs \(L, L'\) to be language equivalent iff they are identical as sets, that is, for each \(\sigma^w \in L\), there exists \(\sigma^{w'} \in L'\) for some \(w'\), and vice versa.

**Lemma 3.4.** Let \(P\) be a predicate on traces; lift it to logs pointwise, ignoring multiplicity. Then if logs \(L, L'\) are language equivalent, we have \(P(L) = P(L')\).

**Proof.** Consider language equivalent logs \(L = [\sigma_1^{w_1}, \ldots, \sigma_n^{w_n}] \) and \(L' = [\sigma_1^{w'_1}, \ldots, \sigma_n^{w'_n}]\). By definition \(P(L) = \forall i. P(\sigma_i) = P(L')\).

That is, taking the simultaneously abstract and simplistic view that mining a log \(L\) is tantamount to coming up with a predicate \(P\) s.t. \(P(L)\), the above Lemma says that a mined model can never be used to distinguish language equivalent logs.

Because the output model cannot tell the difference between language equivalent logs, it would be unfortunate for our entropy measure to do so.

**Definition 3.5.** An entropy measure is a function from logs to the reals. An entropy measure \(e\) respects language equivalence iff for any two language equivalent logs \(L, L'\), we have \(e(L) = e(L')\).

Trace entropy is unhelpful, then, because it does not respect language equivalence.

**Example 3.6.** The logs \(L_1, L_2\) of Example 3.2 are language equivalent. However, they have different trace entropy measures. It follows that trace entropy does not respect language equivalence.

There is however on an intuitive level also a second reason that trace entropy is unhelpful: it does not consider the behaviour exhibited within the traces. We saw this in Example 3.2 where \(t(L_1) = t(L_3)\); that is, trace entropy cannot distinguish internal structure of traces.

To consider the full behaviour of a log, we need to determine the entropy on the level of individual events.

### 3.2 Prefix entropy

To adequately measure the complexity of logs, we look inside individual traces. We must find a suitable notion of random variable that “generates” the traces we observe in the log, while at the same time characterises the internal structure of the individual traces.

Recall that a trace is the execution of a single process instance, taking the form of a sequence of events, or activity executions. At each point in a process execution, we will have a prefix of a completed trace. The distribution of these prefixes reflect to a certain extent the structure of the process.
Definition 3.7 (Prefix entropy). Let $L$ be a log. The prefix entropy of $L$, written $\epsilon(L)$, is defined as the entropy of the random variable which ranges over all prefixes of traces in $L$, and for each prefix $(e_1, \ldots, e_k) \subseteq \sigma \in L$ of a trace $\sigma$ observed in a log $L$ assigns as its probability the frequency of that prefix among all occurrences of prefixes in $L$.

Example 3.8. In the log $L_2$, the prefix $\langle a, b, c, d \rangle$ occurs in 20 traces; the log contains a total of $15 \times 7 + 8 \times 7 + \ldots + 2 \times 7 = 280$ prefix occurrences, for a probability of $1/14$.

However, this notion of prefix entropy does not respect language equivalence, since logs differing only in the number of occurrences of a particular trace also differ in the set of occurrences of prefixes. Intuitively, we are interested in prefixes only as a measure of how much internal structure a log has, not how often various bits of that structure occurs. Hence, we disregard multiplicities of traces, in effect flattening the log.

Definition 3.9. Let $f$ be the function on logs which given a log $L$ produces the corresponding set, i.e.,

$$f([\sigma_1^{w_1}, \ldots, \sigma_n^{w_n}]) = [\sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_n] = \{\sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_n\}$$

The flattened prefix entropy of $L$ is $\epsilon \circ f(L)$, that is the prefix entropy applied to the flattened log.

Example 3.10. In the log $f(L_2)$, the prefix $\langle a, b, c, d \rangle$ occurs just twice, among a total of only 56 prefix occurrences, for a probability of $1/26$.

We conjecture that transitioning from a log $L$ to a flattened log $f(L)$ does not materially affect prefix entropy; we leave an investigation of exactly which properties are and are not preserved as future work.

Proposition 3.11. The flattened prefix entropy $\epsilon \circ f$ respects language equivalence.

Proof. Immediate by definition of $\epsilon$.

Example 3.12. Computing the flattened event entropy of the example logs of Example 3.2, we find:

$$\epsilon \circ f(L_1) = 4.09 = \epsilon \circ f(L_2)$$

$$\epsilon \circ f(L_3) = 5.63$$

While the notion of flattened event entropy seems promising, there is one caveat. Because it is based on prefixes, it fails to appreciate structure that appears after distinct prefixes as such.

Example 3.13. Consider the log $L_4$ in Figure 5. This log is highly structured: it always contains exactly 4 activities; the first is a choice between $\{a, b, c, d, e\}$, the second an $x$, the third and fourth either $x, y$ or $y, x$. (See Figure 6 for the Petri net displaying this behaviour.) However, this log has a trace entropy of $t(L_4) = 4.82$, much higher than the apparently less structured logs $L_1$ and $L_2$. 


3.3 Block entropy

To address the weaknesses of prefix entropy, we apply ideas from natural language processing [23], where entropy is studied in terms of $n$-length substrings known as $n$-grams.

We consider an individual trace a “word”, in which case our log is a multiset of such words, and look at the observed frequencies of arbitrary substrings within the entire log. That is, rather than looking at the frequencies of prefixes, we look at frequencies of substrings.

We shall see that while computationally more expensive, this idea alleviates the problems of prefix entropy and that observed structure is weighted equally, regardless of where it occurs in the log.

**Definition 3.14 ($k$-block entropy).** Let $L$ be a log. The $k$-block entropy of $L$, written $b_k(L)$ is defined as the entropy of the random variable which ranges over all $k$-length substrings of traces of $L$, assigning to each such substring $s$ as probability the frequency of the number of occurrences of that substring among all occurrences of $k$-length substrings.
Example 3.15. In the log $L_4$ in Figure 5, the 2-block $\langle x, y \rangle$ occurs 5 times; the log contains a total of $10 \times 3 = 30$ occurrences of 2-blocks, for a probability of $1/6$.

Following [23], we compute the $k$-block entropy $b_k(\cdot)$ directly:

**Lemma 3.16.** Let $L$ be a log. The $k$-block entropy of $L$ is given by

$$b_k(L) = - \sum_{\langle s_1, \ldots, s_k \rangle \in \Sigma^k} p(\langle s_1, \ldots, s_k \rangle) \log p(\langle s_1, \ldots, s_k \rangle)$$

Often in the literature on estimating the entropy of natural languages, text corpora are used in which all punctuation has been removed, meaning that sentences are ignored and blocks can cover the end of one sentence and beginning of another. For event logs we want to avoid finding spurious correlations among events at the end of one trace and beginning of another trace, so in our approach we keep a clear separation between traces.

We now define block entropy for all substrings up to the length of the longest trace. That is, instead of restricting the measure to blocks of length $k$, we include all blocks, from length 1 up to the length of the longest trace, in one entropy measure.

**Definition 3.17 (All-block entropy).** Let $L$ be a log. The all-block entropy of $L$, written $b(\cdot)$, is the entropy of the random variable which ranges over all substrings of traces of $L$, assigning to each such substring $s$ as probability the ratio of occurrences of that substring over all occurrences of substrings.

Example 3.18. In the log $L_3$ in Figure 4 the substring (2-block) $\langle a, d \rangle$ occurs 3 times, once in the second entry, twice in the sixth. The log contains a total of 248 occurrences of substrings: $\Sigma_1^5 k = 15$ in the first trace, $\Sigma_1^{11} k = 66$ in the second, and so on. Altogether, the probability of $\langle a, d \rangle$ is $3/248$.

As for the prefix entropy, the all-block entropy does not respect language equivalence, but its flattening does.

**Proposition 3.19.** The flattened all-block entropy $b \circ f$ respects language equivalence.

Example 3.20. We give the flattened all-block entropies of the examples $L_1$ through $L_4$.

$$b \circ f(\cdot) \begin{pmatrix} L_1 & L_2 & L_3 & L_4 \\ 5.75 & 5.75 & 7.04 & 4.75 \end{pmatrix}$$

Notice how $L_3$ is still the highest-entropy log, but now $L_4$ is properly recognised as containing substantially less information than does $L_1$ and $L_2$.

We conclude this Section by noting that while the all-block entropy looks promising, it may be computationally infeasible to apply to large logs. Naively computing the all-block entropy of a log requires, in the worst case, tabulating the frequencies of all substrings seen in that log, an operation that takes polynomial space.

Assume a log has $n$ traces, all of length $k$. A string of length $k$ contains exactly $k - (i - 1)$ substrings of length $i$: one starting at each index except for the last $i - 1$ indices, where there is no longer room for a substring of length $i$. 
Thus, by summing over all traces and all substring lengths, we can establish an upper bound on the size of the frequency tables for the substrings of a log:

\[
n \times \sum_{i=0}^{k-1} k - i = \mathcal{O}(n \times k^2)
\]

So in a concrete case where a log has 20,000 traces of length 10,000; we would in the worst case need a table of \(2 \times 10^{12}\) substrings. In the next section, we shall in one instance see our naive prototype implementation run out of memory on a somewhat smaller dataset.

4 Implementation and Early Experiments

To test the various measures we proposed we implemented a rudimentary ProM [31] plugin with support for computing the trace, prefix and block entropy of a given log. To get an indication of the utility of the entropy measures we applied them to both the examples \(L_1\), \(L_2\), \(L_3\), and \(L_4\) of the preceding sections, as well as to a selection of real-life logs. In particular we used the BPI Challenge 2012[4] BPI Challenge 2013 (incidents)[5] hospital[6] sepsis cases[7] and road traffic fines[8] logs.

There is not yet a clear agreement in the literature on which of these logs should be mined imperatively, and which should be mined declaratively. However, it can be observed that the BPI Challenge 2012 log is commonly used as a base-case for declarative mining algorithms and that both the sepsis cases and hospital log result from highly flexible and knowledge-intensive processes within a Dutch hospital. A recent investigation involving the BPI Challenge 2013 (incidents) log seemed to indicate that an imperative approach may be the most successful, but no concrete conclusions were drawn [22].

We ran two sets of experiments: one to contrast the notions of trace, prefix and all-block entropy; and one to investigate more thoroughly the notion of \(k\)-block entropy.

4.1 Comparative measures

We report measures of trace, prefix and all-block entropies of the above-mentioned logs in Table[4]

The results are promising for the real-life logs we experimented on. In particular, we see that the BPI Challenge 2012 and Sepsis cases logs score highly in terms of all-block entropy, whereas the BPI Challenge 2013 log scores somewhat lower, which fits

4 https://data.4tu.nl/repository/uuid:3926db30-f712-4394-aebc-75976070e91f
5 https://data.4tu.nl/repository/uuid:a7ce5c55-03a7-4583-b855-98b86e1a2b07
6 https://data.4tu.nl/repository/uuid:d9769f3d-0ab0-4fb8-803b-0d1120ffcf54
7 https://data.4tu.nl/repository/uuid:915d2bfb-7e84-49ad-a286-dc35f063a460
8 https://data.4tu.nl/repository/uuid:270fd440-1057-4fb9-89a9-b699b47990f5
the common intuition that the first two are most suited for declarative mining, whereas the latter is most suited to imperative mining. However, the difference in the results is relatively small and we will need to conduct further experiments on additional logs to determine what would make for a good cut-off value.

We were unable to compute the all-block entropy for the Hospital Log. This log has traces up to length 1800, and thus requires a large amount of memory to store the intermediary table of substring frequencies.

We conclude that (a) the flattened all-block entropy is the most promising measure for indicating whether a log is best mined imperatively or declaratively; and (b) that a computationally more efficient approximation to the all-block entropy is needed.

### 4.2 Block entropy measures

To understand the flattened block entropy measure in more detail, in particular in the hope of finding an efficient approximation of it, we analyse its constituent parts (1-blocks, 2-blocks etc.) in our selection of logs. The results are visualised in Figure 7.

We note that when blocks become longer than the longest trace, $k$-block entropy falls to zero since we are effectively counting the occurrences of impossible events and $\lim_{n \to \infty} n \log(n) = 0$. This contrasts with a system with one certain outcome in which case we also have $H = 0$ since $1 \log(1) = 0$. We emphasize that this plays no role in our all-block entropy measure since it includes only blocks up to the length of the longest trace.

Note that the entropy of $L_3$, a declarative process, is never less than those of the more structured logs, $L_1$, $L_2$, and $L_4$.

What is otherwise apparent from this figure is that there is no immediately obvious shortcut to the flattened all-block entropy obtainable as any particular $k$-block size: no single $k$ seems representative of the full measure. This deficiency is further evident from the number of crossings in the diagram: it would appear that from no single $k$ onwards does the entropies of individual logs maintain their relative positioning. E.g., at $k = 10$, the BPI 2013 log measures more complex than 2012; however, they meet and switch places at $k = 18$. 

---

**Table 1.** Trace, flattened prefix and flattened all-block entropy measures for select logs.
5 Discussion and Future Work

Our experiments show that entropy is a promising indicator of log complexity. However, several questions are left open:

(i) How can we perform a more thorough evaluation of the suitability of our entropy measures?
(ii) Next to flattening the log, should we perform any additional normalisations to arrive at a fair measure of entropy?
(iii) Can we find entropy measures with a reasonable computational complexity so that we can deal with large logs?
(iv) How can we incorporate our approach with clustering techniques? (Both in an effort to find more efficient entropy estimations and use entropy measures to find suitable clusters for hybrid mining.)

In this section we shortly discuss these open challenges and provide possible avenues of future research to alleviate them.

5.1 More Thorough Experiments

In the previous section we reflected on the types of models we expected to be most suitable for the real-life logs that we experimented on. These were primarily educated guesses and to do a more thorough evaluation we should perform an analysis of these logs to determine whether they are most suited to imperative or declarative modelling.

One way to approach this could be to mine each log with imperative and declarative miners and compare the resulting models according to their precision and simplicity \[4\]. In addition it would be useful to experiment on a larger set of logs, including both a more comprehensive set of synthetic logs and additional real-life logs.
5.2 Additional Normalisation

In Section 3 we showed that it was useful to normalise a log by flattening it before determining its entropy. Other such normalisations might be necessary to arrive at a fair indication of the kind of miner that should be used. For example, our experiments show that larger logs result in a higher entropy measure, but it is questionable if a larger log is by definition always better suited to declarative modelling. Possible additional normalisations could be based on the number of unique activities in a log, the number of traces, the average length of traces, or the number of events.

5.3 Complexity of Entropy Measures

In certain cases, such as the hospital log, our proposed measure of flattened block entropy is computationally infeasible, at least for our naive implementation. Fortunately, the problem of approximating entropy is well-studied in the literature outside Computer Science, most notably in physics and natural language processing.

A more efficient approach is based on building prefix trees of non-overlapping blocks. One example of this is the Ziv-Lempel algorithm, which sequentially parses sequences into unique phrases, composed of their previously seen prefix plus a new symbol. In this way a tree structure is built with each phrase defined by a tuple representing a pointer to its prefix and the new symbol. Borrowing an example from [29], the string ABBABBABBAABABAA would be parsed as:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>BA</th>
<th>BB</th>
<th>AB</th>
<th>BBA</th>
<th>ABA</th>
<th>BAA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(0,A)</td>
<td>(0,B)</td>
<td>(2,A)</td>
<td>(2,B)</td>
<td>(1,B)</td>
<td>(4,A)</td>
<td>(5,A)</td>
<td>(3,A)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With the integers referring to the dictionary reference of earlier encountered prefixes (0 for root prefixes). It can be shown that the compression ratio of the Ziv-Lempel coding scheme converges to the entropy of an ergodic process [29].

In [16], the authors found that on very short sequences, block entropies tended to lead to overestimates on low entropy sequences, while they outperformed Ziv-Lempel on high entropy sequences and suggest a two step process which uses a preliminary quick estimate of entropy to inform the choice of proper estimator.

5.4 Clustering of Logs

In determining whether the declarative or imperative modelling paradigm is most appropriate for a given event log, we may want to look more specifically at the similarity between traces rather than within traces. In other words, an event log consisting of nearly identical, but complex, traces may nonetheless be best modelled using an imperative approach, while a log of simple, but highly varied traces, may be best described by a declarative model. By clustering traces according to some distance metric, we can get an idea of the diversity of an event log.

---

9 An ergodic process is one in which the statistical properties of the system are reflected in the observed data. Flipping one coin is an ergodic process, whereas flipping two coins, one fair, and one unfair is a non-ergodic process.
Most clustering techniques rely on Euclidean distance metrics, meaning that data must be represented as a $d$-dimensional vector. Even techniques such as expectation maximisation clustering, that don’t rely directly on computing Euclidean distances, do assume that the data is independent and identically distributed. That is, that observed variables are not directly dependent on each other, so $p(a, b | c) = p(a | c)p(b | c)$. This is an issue for sequential data, a well-known problem in natural language processing, where the ”bag-of-words” approach nonetheless leads to impressive results, for example in topic modelling and sentiment analysis [13]. In this approach, word order is simply ignored and documents are represented as multisets (a.k.a. bags) of words, which can then be represented as vectors, with word counts comprising the vector elements.

Similar approaches have been used for trace clustering, by representing traces as vectors of event occurrence counts, ignoring event ordering [11, 27]. For our purposes, this approach is not adequate. In trying to measure the entropy of event logs, event ordering cannot be ignored. The reason for this can clearly be seen from the interpretation of entropy as the amount of information gained upon learning the next symbol in a sequence given the preceding sequence. For example, in English the letter $q$ is always followed by $u$, and so $p(u | q) = 1$ and therefore $h = H_n - H_{n-1} = -p(q, u) \log(u | q) = 0$.

To avoid the loss of ordering information which results from collapsing traces to vectors of event counts, we would need to find ways of estimating entropy which allow us to use non-Euclidean distance metrics, for example string edit distances [3, 8, 12]. This allows us to distinguish between traces consisting of the same (or similar) events, but in different orderings.

Notable clustering techniques that look promising includes Kozachenko and Leonenko’s nearest neighbour entropy estimator [15].

One issue with $k$-nearest neighbours clustering, classification, and entropy estimation is that it is not entirely clear how to choose the optimal value of $k$. Previous research in trace clustering has dealt with this in part by using agglomerative hierarchical clustering techniques, which allow one to ”zoom in” and ”zoom out” on a hierarchy of clusters to find the optimal partitioning [28]. Furthermore, while we can use the above mentioned entropy estimators without actually converting traces into $d$ dimensional vector representations, we do need to choose a value of $d$. Using a distance measure such as string edit distance, it is not clear what this value should be.

**Correlation clustering** is a method for grouping a set of objects into optimal clusters without specifying the number of clusters [19]. Just as important, correlation clustering is a graph-based approach, meaning that data is defined solely by edge weights between nodes, with edge weight representing the degree of similarity between nodes. For our current purposes, nodes would represent individual traces and edges the distance measure between them, for example string edit distance.

### 5.5 Dealing with Noise

In the current paper we don’t address the issue of noise in process logs. Clearly noise is a source of variability and noisy logs will tend to have a large degree of entropy. The primary challenge is to distinguish between unintentional variability (noise) and intentional variability. One approach could be to first filter the log for noise using existing techniques, and then measure its entropy afterwards, accepting the risk of accidentally...
removing interesting behaviour from the log. Alternatively one could assume that the log contains no noise, measure its entropy, mine the log imperatively, declaratively, or hybridly based on the measure, and then analyse the resulting model for unintended flexibility.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we reported on an initial investigation of how entropy can be used as a measure for the complexity of a process log and thereby be used as a basis for determining if a log should be mined and modelled imperatively or declaratively. In particular we incrementally proposed three entropy measures, each building on the insights gained from the former. We arrived at a notion of block-entropy for process logs and showed through experiments on synthetic and real-life logs that this measure gives significant insights into the complexity of the log and accordingly which paradigm should be used for mining it. While the present experiments are positive, it is still too early for a definite conclusion on what makes for the best possible measure. Therefore we proposed 4 distinct paths along which the current work can be improved and we intend to follow-up on these suggestions in future work.
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